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Preface

The advent of the railroad ushered in a prosperous era for the First State. Delaware boasts a 
strategic location along the easily navigable Delaware Bay. This unique geographical advantage 
facilitates efficient cargo distribution to a myriad of ports throughout the mid-Atlantic region. 
Thriving industries established themselves along these bustling waterways, from which they could 
ship goods to nearby urban centers such as Philadelphia. 

The early 19th century arrival of the New Castle & Frenchtown Railroad prompted a significant 
shift from sea to land transport. Two decades later, the Delaware Railroad dropped like a plumb 
line through the center of the state, creating ‘whistle stop’ towns such as Clayton, Wyoming, and 
Felton. The rail network hastened the transport of farm produce and ripened fruit, enabling farm-
ers and orchardists to access major markets before spoilage. Large scale production blossomed, 
fostering a sense of regional pride and satisfaction. 

Sailing ships built in Delaware continued to navigate ocean waters, but locally constructed 
steam-powered vessels gained importance, and finally dominance. The demand for the latter 
spurred the growth of iron shipyards in Wilmington. The town of Bethel, meanwhile, developed 
the specialized schooner Chesapeake Ram.  

DuPont emerged during the era’s early industrial expansion, establishing an explosive-manu-
facturing facility in the Brandywine Valley. The U.S. Government sought it out for gunpowder 
supplies in both the Mexican and Civil Wars. 

The War Between the States precipitously disrupted all this progress. Delaware’s border state sta-
tus in the conflict led to a bitter split, pitting brother against brother. Despite its allegiance to the 
Union, Delaware supplied between 3,000 to 4,000 soldiers in support of the Confederacy. 

“Delaware from Railways to Freeways” encapsulates all this expansive history and more. Ultimate-
ly, the volume’s narrative arc culminates in the advent of the automobile. 

The book’s structure presents a thorough and captivating pictorial history. Guided by meticulous-
ly selected photographs, vibrant illustrations, and informative captions, readers have the option to 
explore further through extended accounts found in the “Notes on Photographs” section. Sidebars 
add a touch of local flavor, highlighting unique 19th-century Delaware traditions. 

Both casual readers and aficionados will value the exploration through Delaware’s vibrant histo-
ry. Noteworthy personalities, along with their challenges and triumphs, are duly acknowledged. 
Their endeavors, amplified by the state’s inherent geographical advantages, played a significant 
role in sculpting Delaware’s distinct identity. 

My hope, dear reader, is that the formative years of Delaware remain relevant and celebrated.


